Cache placement is an integral part of information centric networking (ICN) for optimizing the performance of network. The majority of the existing research on cache placement explores fixed or semi fixed network. The present study proposed a cache placement/update policy in a mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) environment, where the consumers and providers of information are constantly moving. On the basis of request probability and transition probability analysis, a novel approach called cache rebalancing is projected to deal with the cache placement/update problem between different regions. Besides, this study also assesses the performance of the proposed approach in comparison with current caching scheme in large-scale real urban mobility traces, demonstrating that our approach are advantageous in hit ratio, hop count, and other performance indexes over previous strategy. Moreover, the cache steady state of our approach is also obtained to demonstrate the request probability in any region.
network, so that the efficiency of the cache network can be enhanced.
Considering the problem of content replication and placement in a mobile ad-hoc network, the method for this article aims to make the optimization of network performance because network nodes are moving continually. Besides, this study also puts forward a placement/update strategy in a MANET environment where both provider and consumer of content are mobile. The model determines whether the efficiency and stability of ICN can be kept by caching or updating popular content data in a MANET environment. To solve this issue, hot city geographic locations and hotspots are considered. The popular data contents can be placed by the proposed model according to user requirements and hotspots. In addition, since taxi moving behaviors show strong association with their geographic features, they are explored for the recognition and division of city hotspot regions [6] .
This paper has the contributions as follows:
1. We put forward a novel cache placement and update strategy in a MANET environment where nodes are both data consumers and providers. We argue that geographic information and user requirements are related, so it is fit to build a hotspot-based caching scheme which provides location-sensitive data contents for users. 2. The proposed cache placement/update policy considers the problem of node mobility within one region and between regions. When node moves within a hotspot, the data request pattern is modeled by introducing a history interest table (HIT). When node travels from one region to another, a cache rebalancing (CR) process is presented to let the node acquire new caches that fit the data requirement of the new location. The approach asks any node about the HIT of the new area it enters, indicating the node can actively acquire the requirement patterns of users. Meanwhile, the request info of the new region is added into the node's own cache in order to rebalance node's caching table. 3. Through inter contact time analysis, we also obtain the cache steady state for our approach, which is the steady data request probability for any region.
To further study the steady state, transition probability for taxis between regions is presented to help calculate the final request probability.
Related works
The existing studies of content replication and placement strategy in ICN mainly focus on fixed networks [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] or partially mobility scenarios [13] . The mobility problem for ICN can be separated into two categories: content provider mobility and consumer mobility. In a MANET environment, due to different throughput rates, high mobility of consumer or provider, and dynamic network topology, researchers of ICN should decrease protocol overhead by adjusting light-weighted caching placement strategies to meet the producer or consumer mobility scenario [14] . Paper [15] put forward a content provider mobility scheme in named data networking (NDN), which added a locator to NDN interest package and a mapping system identifier to locator. As a DNS-like service, the mapping system allows users to search for the latest location of the moving content provider. Wei et al. [16] introduced a content consumer mobility ICN scenario, where mobile users moved from site to site and require content from caching servers in every site through a WIFI connection. Lee et al. [5] put forward a location-aided content management architecture for a content-centric MANET, where both provider and consumer of content are moving. The approach binds data to a geographic location to maintain a copy of content in pre-setup geographic boundaries based on GPS location information. Through the active replication of the required content, the availability of data within the boundaries can be maintained effectively. A combination approach of fixed ICN and mobile DTN is introduced [17] in order to improve the performance of cached contents using a reputation mechanism. The approach ensures an efficient tradeoff between the overall delivery probability and the energy consumption.
In the field of vehicular networks or known as VANETs, current researches mainly focus on the quality of service (QoS) of streaming communications in highway or other constrained mobility scenarios [18] . The work [19] put forward a source mobility solution for vehicular named-data networking (VANDN) by adopting Floating Content and Home Repository schemes together. The approach can maintain distributed content sharing within a certain geographic region. The work [20] studied the source mobility of NDN with a proxy-based mobility support approach named PMNDN. The approach brought a proxy role into NDN to track the mobility of data source and to maintain data reachability. Paper [4] proposed a cache policy based on community similarity and population in an ICN vehicle-to-vehicle scenario. The communities are identified based on their privacy level: public or private vehicles. Paper [21] projected an ICN-based cooperative caching scheme (ICoC) for VANETs. Two social cooperation roles named partner-assisted and courier-assisted are proposed in order to better the quality of experience (QoE) of multimedia streaming performance in an information-centric caching scenario. A series of analyses and simulations are made for ICN-VANETS in two constrained road maps using existing caching solutions. The results show the mobility patterns and geo-constrains in VANETs play a key role in the performance evaluation of caching schemes [6] .
Unlike the current work on only one-sided mobility or evenly distributed geolocation, we try to consider the mobility of both consumer and provider. With respect to the influence of different request patterns in urban geo-locations, an ICN caching update and placement strategy is designed for a highly dynamic MANET environment.
Model overview and specification
The proposed model is designed for the management of content placement/update strategy in a MANET environment, where both provider and consumer of content are mobile. To maintain the efficiency and stability of ICN, the model determines whether or where popular content data should be updated or cached. We make great attempts to deal with this issue with the considerations of hot city geographic locations, or hotspots. Therefore, the popular data contents can be placed in accordance with user requirements and hotspots [22] . Besides, due to the correlation between taxi behaviors and geographic features, they are also taken into account for the recognition and division of city hotspots.
However, the issue for caching placement/update strategy still needs further discussion since people tend to acquire location-sensitive data contents when moving from one region to another. Based on our previous research on data placement/update strategy in a region where users prefer to adopt a similar data requirement model, an inter-region data update strategy is proposed to adapt to the locations of moving user. Moreover, the node is made to update its caching. Figure 1 shows the general process of our approach we name as cache rebalancing (CR). The two regions possess location-related data contents people are interested in, and nodes can move between them. When node x move from region A to region B, it needs to "rebalance" its cached contends in order to fit in with the requirements of users in region B. To manage this task, node x asks for the history interest table (HIT) of its neighbors so as to calculate the interest distributions for any content data in region B. When node x gets full knowledge of user requirement patterns in region B, it yields interest package for any content in a probabilistic manner with respect to CRF, and caches all the responded content. Node x calculates the caching probability of a data that passes by through Pcaching process, which is the update process of CR. The detail of CR process will be further discussed in Section 4.
Before we get to the CR analysis, we should take a deeper look at the mobility behaviors of real cities. By analyzing a real-world GPS data generated by over 3000 taxis in Beijing [23] , we noticed that taxis' occupation status present strong geographic feature. The moving patterns can be very different when a taxi is occupied or carrying idler. Taxi's status and event can be modeled by Fig. 2 .
From daily life experience, a taxi tends to move randomly and slowly in order to pick up passengers, while focuses on a destination when it is occupied. Thus we argue that taxi's moving behavior is more related to people's geo-interest when it takes a passenger than not. Therefore, in order to better investigate our CR approach, we focus on taxis' behavior when they are in occupied status. The load and drop events for taxis will be further studied in Section 4 in region transition probability calculations for steady state analysis of CR.
Problem analysis
In this section, the inter contact time (ICT) between node pairs is discussed in order to get the data update time interval for CR. Then we obtain the steady state formation of the cache network. To calculate P r,j and T i,j in the formation, we bring up two schemes: the request probability within region and transition probability between regions. HIT, which is the most suitable representative to denote user query pattern within region, plays an important role in the request probability within region scheme. In transition probability between regions scheme, taxi drop and load events are studied comprehensively in order to calculate the region transition probability for a taxi (Fig. 3) . Through periodically Cache Rebalancing, the caching network tends to reach a steady state. Our goal to the CR model is to achieve a cache dynamic stable state [24] for ICN. To achieve that goal, we adopt our previous work showing that the arrival time interval of the request conforms to Poisson distribution [25] :
The above distribution function shows the probability for node pair x encounters n messages in the time interval (0, T], or the CDF of ICT between nodes, where λ is the exponential parameter. We learn that ICTs are nonnegative random variables. The event {x > T} means no contact in (0, T], and we get {x > T} = {N(T) = 0}. As we already know that N(t) Possion(λt) from (4), we can then obtain
Therefore, we can further get the probability of node x getting at least 1 contact:
From above, (6) represents the PDF of ICT between nodes A and B. The update interval of data should also adapt to upper distribution. By updating cache periodically, the Caching Rebalancing mechanism makes the caching exchanges between various regions cost-free and smooth. Furthermore, the steady state can be obtained for a cache network between regions as follows:
P r,j denotes the local requesting probability of the rth ranking content data requested in region j. R r,j represents the probability of the rth ranking data content requested in region j. T i,j is the transition probability of node x moving from i to j. Below, we aim to get P r,j and T i,j respectfully by request probability within region and transition probability between regions. In order to complete the stable state function, we take HIT into account to calculate P r,j . On the other hand, taxi drop and load events are brought to calculate the region transition probability T i,j for a taxi.
Request probability within region
Due to different query patterns in various regions, this part uses HIT to diversity the requirements for content in different regions. Consequently, the strategy should be adapted to different locations for the optimization of data placement/update. In traditional content-centric networking (CCN) solution, which is a realization of ICN, forwarding information base (FIB), pending interest The moving patterns can be very different when a taxi is occupied or carrying idler. By analyzing the taxi trace dataset, a taxi's status and event can be modeled by this figure Fig. 3 Schemes for steady state analysis. To calculate P r,j and T i,j in the formation, we bring up two schemes: the request probability within region and transition probability between regions. In the request probability within region scheme, HIT plays a key role as it is the most suitable representative to denote user query pattern within region. In transition probability between regions scheme, Taxi drop and load events are studied comprehensively in order to calculate the region transition probability for a taxi [26] . FIB includes the advertisements and routing information of content, so that interest packages can be forwarded to content providers who may hold the matching data. As PIT tracks interest packages, the matching data from content providers can maintain the reverse path to the data consumers. CS is a storage cache, which allows the temporary caching of the content data by the nodes from different caching schemes. If the data requirement is satisfied in a node, the corresponding entry in PIT will be deleted, which can be found in Fig. 4 . Nevertheless, it can be argued that PIT is actually a very important foundation to obtain requirement of users and interest patterns. Therefore, the past PIT entries should not be deleted, but being saved. From above analysis, HIT is presented to record historical content requirements in a period of time:
HIT < Name; Time; Location > Therefore, HIT records the content name requested by the user, the requesting location, and time of the request. By adding HIT into all ICN nodes, the cache network can now provide the ability to store history information regarding the content data that being requested, with time and location stamp on it. Based on the inspiration of researches from fixed CDNs, we notice that the data access rate follows Zipf-like distribution, which can be used to model content popularity or requesting probability. The requesting probability of the rth (1 ≤ r ≤ N c ) ranking data from the dataset can be represented as follows:
where α(0 ≤ α ≤ 1) indicates the exponential parameter.
The distribution follows Zipf's law when α = 1. When α = 0, uniform distribution is followed. N c refers to the number of contents. Therefore, by bringing HIT, a content requirement distribution function CRF can be fitted for a node in a region in terms of Zipf's law: P r,j , the probability that the rth ranking content is requested in j.
In addition to the optimization of data placement, the placement/update strategy also determines whether it is necessary to replace content data, so that the access overhead can be minimized in a dynamic MANET environment. According to Fig. 1 , there are mainly two problems: placement/update strategy in a single region and between different regions. Based on the modeling of user requirement with HIT, it can be understood that the requirement pattern is similar in a single region, which is different from different regions. Therefore, we consider dealing with the problem with a Pcaching scheme, where HIT, as the most suitable representative for user query pattern in a hotspot, plays the critical role. This scheme considers the data to be cached and the location for caching in a region. Due to the similar query pattern in a single region, a multi-factor scalable probabilistic cache placement strategy considering content popularity, content time-effectiveness, cache occupation, battery status, and HIT is proposed to form a Utility Function U which takes the above normalized parameters into consideration:
In the above function, weights W i meets 0 ≤ W i ≤ 1 and P N i¼1 w i ¼ 1, and g (x i ) is the normalized parameter from cache occupation, battery status, HIT, etc. Since the value of U is in the interval [0:1], the caching probability when a new data package is encountered by a node is obtained: if U → 1, the packet is cached with a PIT is the key to get history content requirement patterns Fig. 4 The importance of pending interest table. When a data requirement is met in a node, the corresponding entry in pending interest table (PIT) is deleted. Nevertheless, it can be argued that PIT is actually a very important foundation to obtain user requirement and interest patterns. Therefore, the past PIT entries should be saved instead of being deleted
high probability. In comparison, if U → 0, the packet is cached with a low probability. Therefore, when a data packet is received by a node, the current caching probability can be calculated for the packet, which is the Pcaching process.
Transition probability between regions
In this section, we discuss the issue of hotspot recognition transition probability between regions. Taxi drop and load events are brought to calculate the region transition probability T i,j for a taxi. How to divide and recognize areas are difficulties in current research, and also the basis for calculating area transition matrix. In existing researches, region recognition often simply divide an area into m × n mesh; in our case, as the granularity of the mesh grows up, the computation complexity also rises sharply. As for m × n mesh, the complexity of calculating area transition matrix is O(n 2 × m 2 ). Another common way is to divide the area according to a certain attribute (such as cell) manually. This kind of division fit for specific situation, but with low scalability and high subjectivity. Therefore, in order to ensure the precision, computation efficiency, and scalability of the area transition probability, we divide the area into fine-grained meshes and then clustering.
In addition, our area is dynamically divided according to different period of time and different type of events. First of all, we define the following concepts:
Definition 4.1: Cell is the smallest unit in area recognition, which specifies the range of a certain area and also represents a set of continuous longitude and latitude. This article defines the cell as a rectangular one, denoted as follows:
Definition 4.2: Region is a set of continuous cells; in this paper, it is also the minimum unit of calculating area transition probability matrix. Denoted as follows:
We divide them by the number of events that occurred in the corresponding period. Due to the uneven distribution of events, we also specify two types of areas, one is the event dense area, and the other is the event sparse area.
When the number of events in each cell of area all above the threshold ϕ event , the area is defined as event dense area; otherwise, it is event sparse area. And define the number of event dense area ϕ top for the sake of reducing the number of event dense area that only contains one or a few cells. Meanwhile, we define that an area contains ϕ size rectangular cells maximally for ensuring the area size not too large, namely R i k k≤ ϕ size :
As for a specified type of events in a certain period, we calculate the number of events in each cell. First, we need to find out ϕ top event dense area, we start with the densest cell of events in descending order, and conduct breadth traversal. If the number of events is larger than ϕ event , we add it to the area, and each cell only belongs to one area. Once we find the ϕ top area, the number of events in the rest of the cell need not larger than ϕ event ; it just has to be less than or equal to ϕ size .
ϕ event is set to be twice of the mean value of the number of events in the corresponding period and event type in this whole scene, and relevant parameters of area recognition are shown in Table 1 .
The result of area recognition is shown in Fig. 5 , where each color block represents an area.
As shown from the above figure, in the central area of Beijing, the area is in a fine mesh shape, while the surrounding area is in a block shape. Such a situation is in line with the expectation, cause the number of events that out of the ϕ top area need not larger than ϕ event . In reality, the distribution of pick-up and drop-off events in Beijing is primarily concentrated on the main road, while other regular areas are sparse and mainly distributed around the city.
The next, based on the divided area, we need to calculate the area transition probability matrix. The area transition probability matrix represents the probability relation of the traffic low from the starting area to the destination area in a taxi journey. The area transition probability matrix is defined differently according to different time and state transitions, as shown in formulas (9) and (10). 
For time t, the area is divided into the passenger carrying area and the non-load area according the passenger carrying and disembarkation events. Then the calculation rules from the passenger carrying area to the disembarkation area are shown in formula (4.6):
In which, the denominator is the absolute value of the set of vehicles that have a passenger event in the passenger carrying area i in time period t, and the numerator is the absolute value of the set of vehicles that have a passenger event in the next passenger area j after the passenger carrying events. Therefore, through load and drop events analysis of taxis, we get the transition probability between regions. Furthermore, combined with request probability discussed in 4.1, the steady state function (4) is finally solved.
Performance evaluation and results discussion
This section firstly gives region recognition results with real city taxi traces of Beijing. We argue that region recognition is the key for us to calculate the transition probability between regions, and drop event hotspots result is better suited to model people's moving features. Secondly, based on ns-3, the performance of our CR scheme using ndnSIM [27] simulator is evaluated, within which the taxi traces are used for the optimal simulation of node mobility. We attempt to show the advantages of the proposed caching placement strategy in comparison with the current ICN cache placement approach leave copy everywhere (LCE), which is the default cache placement policy of CCN (Table 2 ).
Hotspot recognition and division
The goal of this section is to evaluate the strong connection between taxi moving behavior and geographic feature. We argue that the distributions of taxi load and drop actions both have significant geographic preferences.
In the simulation, we analyze taxis' status and event changes, along with time, latitude and longitude, and speed information. The data was analyzed for a week of November 2011, by evaluating the data quality and eliminating the special features of the holiday. Figure 6 denotes the hotspot recognition results in 4:00-5:00 and 19:00-20:00 for drop events and load ones. From 4 o'clock to 5 o'clock in Fig. 6c , the passenger load incidents mainly occurred in a few locations such as Wudaokou, Guijie Street and Dongzhimenwai Street, and the drop-off incident in Fig. 6a occurred at Beijing Wanliu Operation Station and Beijing West Railway Station. Among them, the Wudaokou area has transportation hubs such as busses and subway stations, and there are clear geographical landmarks like commercial areas, office buildings, and university around it. The Guijie Street is a famous leisure and entertainment area in Beijing. These above areas have high attractions to people and Wanliu's Operation Center turns out to be a taxi operation center where taxis report to work every morning. Beijing West Railway Station fits the scenario of people "catch the train" in the early hours of the morning. Therefore, it is reasonable these areas are already hotspots early at 4-5 o'clock in the morning. The 19:00-20:00 shown in Fig. 6b, d is a period of high incidence that happens for taxi taking and dropping passengers; the results show that the recognized hotspots distribution is very consistent with the actual main roads in Beijing.
Compare the hotspots for drop and load actions in different time period, we find that the passenger-taking event distribution is more average than the no-load event, and hotspots are repeatable in workday and weekend although the number of events occurred varies. This phenomenon may occur because the passenger-taking incidents are mainly distributed in the residents' homes, while the drop-off locations tend to gather at work places, subway stations, or scenic spots. In this case, drop event hotspots result should be considered as a better candidate to model people's moving features. We conclude our finding in hotspot recognition and division, that is, taxi behavior is significantly related to vehicle status, time and geographical features. Drop events hotspots are more suited for transition probability calculations since they are direct reflection of the passenger's moving patterns. 
Evaluation results and discussion for CR
To prove the benefits of our cache placement approach, we separate our simulation into two parts. The Pcaching evaluation part is to show the benefits of our approach, focusing on where the data should be cached within one region; and the CR evaluation demonstrates our advantage on inter-region scenario than existing cache placement policy, mainly deals with the problem of how to maintain a balanced caching state when nodes move from one region to another where people in it have different data interest patterns.
Pcaching evaluation
Pcaching is compared to the default CCN caching strategy leave copy everywhere (LCE) in both cache-based metrics and network-based metrics [2] . The cache-based metrics measure the effectiveness of caching policies through calculating whether a policy is capable of caching and maintaining the desired content. In most cases, metrics based on cache are calculated per node. Fig. 7 , which shows the cache hit ratio if Zipf parameter α differs from cache placement strategies. According to the large value of Zipf parameter α, the popularity of a given content is higher than others in the region. Obviously, Pcaching presents better cache hit ratio which is about three times of LCE. Therefore, the distribution of workload of content servers in Pcaching is better than LCE. The results are not surprising because the LCE policy actively caches the content block without any choice, which may result in cache redundancy across the network, thereby reducing the cache hit ratio of the network. The cache hit ratio in Pcaching is in direct proportion to Zipf parameter, suggesting that the competitive advantage of Pcaching comes from the areas where users socialize and share popular content through caching networks. In Fig. 8 , the cache sizes of the node ranges from 5 to 25 blocks, accounting for 5% to 25% of total content number. Compared with other scheme LCE, the average hop counts offered by Pcaching for different cache sizes is lower. Therefore, the Pcaching enhance the efficiency of the whole network by using the cache memory. In addition, it can also be seen that average hop counts decreases with the increase of Zipf parameter, while Pcaching is still advantageous to LCE. The results demonstrate Pcaching can decrease the hop counts, and Pcaching has better performance in regions where social communication patterns are frequent.
Cache hits According to

Hop counts
CR evaluation
After the evaluation of Pcaching, which mainly works well within one region, we take a further step on studying Cache Rebalancing between regions. The main issue for caching policy in regions is how to achieve a balanced state after a period of time. We study the download time it takes for Cache Rebalancing to obtain a cached content under different circumstances by calculating Hop Counts. Meanwhile, Caching efficiency for Fig. 7 Cache hit ratio comparison within one region. This figure shows that Pcaching presents better cache hit ratio that is nearly twice higher than LCE, suggesting that workload of content servers in Pcaching is better distributed than LCE different time, node speed, and number of nodes are also evaluated to show the effectiveness of our caching policy. Figure 9 compares the average hop counts of our approach cache rebalancing (CR) and LCE under different Zipf parameters. The results clearly show that CR outperforms LCE after they reach steady state, which is not surprising as CR takes advantage of hotspot user requirement patterns caching more popular contents in the nearby storage nodes. Note that CR takes longer time than LCE to reach stable state. We argue that it is mainly because CR is a probabilistic approach, so it needs more time to store enough contents for a better and steady performance. LCE can start operation quickly as it caches every content copy passing by; however, the performance of it is constrained as it lacks of the ability to identify user interests between regions. 
Caching efficiency
Caching efficiency metric is the number of content requests met by a cache and measured as the fraction of the cache hits on a node to the number of contents stored in the cache of the same node. As shown in Fig. 10 , CR obviously leads LCE in cache hit ratio for both Zipf Parameters. The results also show that CR has more advantage when Zipf parameter is set to 0.9 rather than 0.3. In the 0.9 case, CR more than doubled the cache hit ratio of LCE, indicating that CR provides a better solution to cross-region scenario where user interests differ from one region to another. Meanwhile, LCE takes no consideration for content requirement, so it lacks the ability to adjust when someone needs to retrieve a data copy from another region. The same thing we find here is CR takes more time to "heat up" than LCE. It is understandable because data are cached by LCE aggressively while CR takes a probabilistic approach to selectively cache popular data. Figure 11 demonstrates the cache efficiency with different node speed settings when the network reaches stable state. We can see that these two caching schemes perform very differently when facing mobility. For LCE, node moving speed apparently affected the caching performance significantly; the reason for that is LCE needs more "connecting opportunities" to other nodes so that it can exchange latest content copies from other nodes, the increasing node speed gives it just that. On the other hand, CR is designed to address the issue of cross-region caching, and most of the popular contents are stored in local region nodes according to user requirement model. In that case, node mobility would not affect too much on the performance of CR, which provides a steady caching solution when facing cross-region and mobility problems. Figure 12 plots the cache efficiency with respect to number of nodes in the whole network. Behind the obvious result that both caching policies benefit from the increasing of number nodes, there are some notable remarks that CR provides a more stable performance in lower number nodes scenario compared to higher ones than that of LCE. When Zipf parameter is set to 0.9, the cache efficiencies for CR in 500 and 3000 nodes are 10.3% and 13.4%, while for LCE they are 3% and 6.6%. The reason is mainly that CR caches popular content copies in a probabilistic pattern for every node, so even in a sparse environment where number of nodes is limited, CR can still function well to provide content to the interests of users. On the contrary, LCE relies on more nodes to cache and deliver content in order to provide a better service.
To summarize this section, we take two steps to design and perform our evaluation on our proposed cache policy. First we setup our simulation environment by hotspot recognition and division using real city taxi traces. Top ranking geo-clusters of taxi drop events happen are picked to be hotspots in a city. With the hotspot Fig. 10 Cache efficiency vs. time for cross regions. This figure indicates that CR leads LCE in cache hit ratio for both Zipf parameters. The results also show that CR has more advantage when Zipf Parameter is set to 0.9 rather than 0.3. In the 0.9 case, CR more than doubled the cache hit ratio of LCE, indicating that CR provides a better solution to cross-region scenario where user interests differ from one region to another The results show that Pcaching outperforms LCE within one region in both hop counts and cache hit ratio because users generally socialize and share popular contents through the caching network in a hot region.
Cache Rebalancing also presents well results in cross-region scenario, showing steady performance in cache efficiency and hop counts. The probabilistic and socialized feature makes CR more suitable to hotspot and real social environment where user tends to acquire popular data in a geo-related manner. Note that CR might take a longer time to "heat up" than other approaches, however the better outcomes definitely worth the wait.
Conclusions
To conclude, this work studies cache placement problem for ICN in a MANET environment. On the basis of user request modeling and hotspot recognition, a hotspot-based caching scheme which provides location-sensitive data contents for users are put forward to satisfy the caching placement/update requirements in a single region and between regions. The cache steady state of a cache network between regions is also proposed by adopting the analysis of ICT between nodes. Real city taxi mobility trace simulations demonstrate that taxi behavior is significantly related to vehicle status, time and geographical features, and drop events hotspots are more suited for transition probability calculations since they are direct reflection of the passenger's moving patterns. The results also indicate that the proposed approach is superior to the traditional CCN caching scheme in both one-region and cross-region scenarios, while reducing network overhead. The solid performance and the socialized feature make our approach more suitable to real social mobility environment where user tends to acquire popular data in a geo-related way. 
